A disagreement is (or should be) an attempt to reach agreement and to be united on what is right. A quarrel on the other hand is a fight that hurts and destroys.

9 ~ Boasting

James 4:13-16 "All such boasting is evil". God often sees as arrogance what we accept as normal. All the people are saying, whom James calls boastful, is that they are going to some city to make money! Their "boast" is not from pride as we commonly perceive it. We ourselves are very likely to say similar things, not realizing that we are boasting by leaving the will of God out of the picture, forgetting that it is not within man to direct his own steps.

10 ~ Complaining

James 5:9 "Do not complain against one another". This must be a fairly common problem, because we have a lot of words for it: complain, grumble, whinge, gripe, nag, carp, grizzle... the list goes on. Sometimes it may be legitimate to lodge a complaint about something. But grumbling and griping about each other on every little point real or imagined is destructive.

11 ~ Swearing

James 5:12 "Above all, my brethren, do not swear...". Swearing and blasphemy commonly express ordinary reactions such as surprise or annoyance. People use oaths for the most mundane assertions. We need to keep our speech free from such things.